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Investing to build the leading platform for technology solutions
to ensure a sustainable future
Products
& Services

Carbon

Preferred platform
and products for
environmental solutions

Customers
& Partners

Operations

Align with
science and
international goals

Standardizing Digitized
Sustainability Data
by 2030

Water

Employees

Trusted partner
for customers’
sustainability journeys

Policy

Waste

Advocate for policies to
achieve corporate and
societal goals

Ecosystems

Forging a path to
carbon negative

Nearly eliminate
direct emissions
by 2025

Reduce Scope 3
emissions by half
by 2030

Remove historical
carbon emissions
by 2050

Forging a path to carbon negative: Our datacenters
Microsoft is committed to powering all its datacenters and operations with the equivalent of 100% carbon-free sources of
energy by 2025. The virtual datacenter experience shows wind turbines and solar panels as examples of the type of energy the
company is purchasing to reach that goal.

Microsoft is slated to add datacenters in at least 10 more countries this year, and the
company is on pace to build between 50 and 100 new datacenters each year for the
foreseeable future.
Cooling AI chips
with immersion

More powerful chips

Benefits for energy &
water use

Directing
energy more efficiently

3 Clear steps to improving our sustainability impact:

Sourcing, material
efficiencies, and
manufacturing:

Sustainable user
experiences:

Increased
circularity:

Embedding sustainability
into devices

High quality and reliable
products that are more
enjoyable to use

Maximising end-of-life
reuse and recycling

• Responsible sourcing

• Helping your business

• Protecting your

• Energy efficiency to

• Responsible

• Managing

• Managing

Do your best work

Extend life and recycle

• Integrity built in
• Managing

manufacturing
impacts

Purchase well

work well

reduce your emissions
manufacturing
impacts

investment

packaging and devices
manufacturing
impacts

Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability
Accelerating sustainability progress and business growth

Unify data
intelligence

Build a sustainable
IT infrastructure

Reduce environmental
impact of operations

Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability

Create sustainable
value chains

Microsoft
Sustainability
Manager

Dynamic
calculation

Common
data model

DATA

Delivering intelligence to
help you accelerate every
stage of your organization’s
sustainability journey

Connection
catalog

Data
visualization

Record

ACTION
Reduce

INSIGHTS
Report

Reporting

Partner
solutions

Collect:
Connector
Library

Normalise:
Sustainability
Data Model

Calculate:
Dynamic
Calculation

Actionable
insights
Goal tracking

Insight:
Goal-tracking,
maturity,
scenarios,

Report:
Dashboard,
benchmark,
allocate

Breadth:
Scope 1, 2, and
3 emissions

One platform for integrating and accelerating your journey

Connect your data and
calculate your impact
•
•
•

•

Automate data collection
Break down data silos with
Microsoft Cloud for
Sustainability Data Model
Calculate emissions across
scopes
Generate more accurate results

RECORD

View data analysis and
insights
•
•
•

•

Visualize your impact in near
real time
Track your performance against
goals
Gain actionable insights to
maximize progress
Share results with stakeholders
and agencies
REPORT

Take action to accelerate
your sustainability journey
•
•
•

•

Set and track sustainability
targets
Develop a roadmap based on
data
Use analytics to improve
reduction activities
Reimagine fundamentals and
drive lasting change
REDUCE

Business Sustainability Scorecard

Cloud for Sustainability capabilities
Flexible calculation models
grow with your data

Accelerated data
integration & reporting

Dynamic
calculation

Data model

Comprehensive set of
connectors to timely data

Data
visualization

DATA

Connection
catalog

Record

Reporting

Targeted solutions enabling
specific reduction strategies
and industry extensions

ACTION
Reduce

Report

Actionable
insights
Seamless
collaboration

Streamlined, quantitative
public reporting

INSIGHTS

Partner
solutions

Embedded collaboration features
enhance productivity

Dashboards and rich visuals
highlighting emissions and
operational patterns and trends

Goal tracking

Recommendations to address
problems and stay on track with
commitments and regulations

Scorecards and insights to help
you set and track incremental
and long-term goals

Get started
today

1

Try out the Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability at
aka.ms/sus-preview

2

Get updates about Microsoft Sustainability
solutions
aka.ms/sus-stay-informed

3

Learn more
Microsoft.com/sustainability

